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1.0 Introduction 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) makes clear that planning is an 

important instrument for protecting and enhancing the environment in town and 

country, and preserving the built and natural heritage.   However, there is a general 

presumption that ‘the historic environment of England is all pervasive and it cannot in 

practice be preserved unchanged’.  Its protection must be reconciled with the need 

for economic growth. The guidance explains that the starting point for the exercise of 

listed building control is the statutory requirement on local planning authorities to 

have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any 

features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses. Two of the 

former Standish Hospital buildings have attracted the statutory protection as Grade II 

Listed Buildings.  This architectural statement includes a detailed appraisal of the 

potential impact of the proposed development on the buildings and their setting. The 

apartments and town houses created within these conversions will be unique and full 

of character. This approach is wholly consistent with government policy to maximise 

the re-use of previously developed land and buildings. 

The architects’ brief defines the importance of the existing green spaces and the 

enclosure of these spaces by the existing hospital buildings within the site. The 

design brief for the buildings reflects the company policy of the applicants, who have 

successfully converted listed buildings over the last 35 years.  This policy is to 

identify the intrinsic qualities of the listed buildings and conserve as many elements 

of structural fabric as possible whilst maximising the area of viable accommodation. 

The brief also requires the architects to take account of the need for privacy and 

security for the incoming occupiers, and future management of the communal 

spaces. To ensure that the heritage assets and communal landscaped areas on the 

site are properly maintained in the long term, PJ Livesey are proposing that the future 

management of the site will be by means of a management company set up to 

include future occupiers.  

Our application design proposal converts the retained buildings into 50 residential 

units. A Full Planning and Listed Building application are submitted separately. 

This report should be read in conjunction with the Significance Assessment by 

Architectural History Practice (AHP), March 2017. 
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2.0 Proposed Demolition- Enhancing the Setting of the Listed 

Buildings 
 
This section discusses the principles for the demolition of buildings on the site, it will 

not describe and discuss the merits of every building we propose to remove. 

The AHP report gives a description & analysis, along with an assessment of the 

significance of the former hospital buildings and their settings. The significance of 

each building is assessed under a number categories: Evidential Value / 

Archaeological Significance, Historical Significance, Aesthetic value / Artistic 

Significance, Architectural Significance and Communal value. Each building is in turn 

are rated High, Medium or of Low Significance under each category.  

AHP rate no specific building on the site above Medium Significance but they do rate 

the group value of buildings in communal category as highly significant.  

1 

Figure 1: Low significance timber clad single storey extension 

Whilst all the existing buildings on site have a group value of highly significant, many 

of the buildings are in such poor condition or of such a low design quality, that they 

are detrimental to the setting and character of the significant buildings, and therefore 

their demolition would enhance the setting of the listed buildings. The objective must 

therefore be to retain and enhance the buildings of higher significance. 

Demolition of the low significant buildings extensions will also aid the ‘change of use’ 

from hospital to residential. The buildings currently have a ‘low window to wall’ ratio 

which would mean many residential properties would have a limited amount of 

natural light. Additionally, many windows overlook each other. Which is acceptable in 

a hospital, but not viable for residential. If no demolition were to take place, the 

resultant residential dwellings would be unsaleable or would drop in price below the 

viability threshold. Figures 1 & 2 both illustrate extensions which are near or attached 
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to the listed building which if retained and incorporated into the new design would 

potentially cause overlooking issues. They also block the light and views to and from 

the windows in the listed façade thus making the rooms they serve less valuable. 

1 2 

Figure 2 & 3: Low significance extensions to principle west façade of listed building. 

‘Freeing up’ the space around the significant buildings also makes them more visible 

and creates the opportunity to develop hard and soft landscaping which can be used 

for both public and private spaces (gardens, terraces, etc). Which enhances the 

value of the proposed residential units and the viability of the whole site. 

Figures 2 & 3 above illustrate low significance extension which are rather 

uncomfortably attached to the principle west façade of the main house. Their removal 

will bring the whole of the original more significant west façade into view and open it 

up into the arboretum garden. 

1 2 

Figures 4 & 5: Low significance extensions to Buildings C and G. 
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Similarly, the low significant extensions to buildings C and G illustrated in figures 4 & 

5, when removed will enhance the setting around the more significance buildings. 

 

Figure 6: The rear east facing extensions to the Block C 

 

Figure 7: The rear east facing extensions to the Block G 

There are parts of blocks C and G which we propose to demolish, illustrated above in 

Figures 6 & 7 to the east of each buildings, which were original small service wings 

(toilet and shower blocks) which are not without merit. Normally as a company P. J. 

Livesey’s would fight to retain these structures. However, in this case the wings have 
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been further extended and the groups of extensions are quite tightly packed, making 

them difficult if not impossible to convert as a whole because of overlooking. Partial 

removal would create a piecemeal effect which would be detrimental to the buildings. 

We therefore propose to remove most of the small wings to the east of both 

buildings, whilst maintaining the more significant ward areas to the west. The new 

proposed elevations, discussed later, will be in-keeping with the style of the main 

building, thereby maintaining the character and significance of this important building. 

 

Figure 8: The Nurses Home  

The AHP report identifies the nurses home as a low significance building. It is three 

storey extension uncomfortably joined the west of the listed stables, but we also feel 

it is a building which is not without merit. We are reluctantly proposing to demolish 

the building because it will not only improve the views of and setting of both listed 

buildings, it will also enable the proposed more appropriate scale new courtyard 

development to be created.  

As mitigation for the demolition of the low significance buildings we propose to make 

a full photographic record both internally and externally of all buildings, with 

accompanying survey plans before the start of the development. Additional 

photographs during construction will be taken to supplement this report should any 

significant details be found. 

Please refer to the demolition drawings No 120-00-1004 and 120-00-1005 for the full 

extent of the proposed demolition. 
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3.0 Proposed Retained Buildings – Description and Current 

Condition 

This section briefly covers the current condition of the existing buildings we propose 

to retain. With the main house and stables built in the 1830’s and the remaining 

buildings in the 20th century it is not surprising each is built from different materials 

and styles.  Each building is therefore discussed separately as they all will have 

differing issues due to their construction.  

Building A-  The Main House and extensions. 

The main house is largely constructed from random stone load bearing walls with a 

white rendered external finish and painted plaster internally. The floors are traditional 

timber joist and floor boards. The ceilings are supported by separate timber ceiling 

joists. Much of the roofs are finished with 20th century clay interlocking tiles, with only 

small sections of slate, which was probably the original roofing material.  

Most of the original windows are single glazed multi pane timber sash windows. 

Replacement windows include, UPVC casement, metal casements, timber casement 

and crudely constructed replacement sash windows, most of the replacement 

windows are double glazed. 

 

Figures 9: Collapsed ceiling in significant former drawing room due to water ingress. 

Water ingress is the main cause of defects in the building. Leaking roofs / windows, 

damaged rainwater gutters / down pipes along with rising damp have caused 

collapsed ceilings and floors, flaking walls, dry and wet rot. The whole of the second 

floor in the main house has been ‘roped off’ because it is incapable of taking foot 

traffic.  
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Building B- The Stables and Nursing Residents 

Unlike the main house the stable block is largely faced in randomly coursed stone. It 

has stone flat or semi-circular arches above each window. The most significant south 

facing walls onto the southern courtyard appear in good order.  

The building has both sash and casement windows which are all single glazed white 

painted timber.   

 

Figures 10: The Stables covered to protect remaining structure due to roof collapse.  

 

Figures 11: The Stables southern courtyard elevation prior to the roof collapse.  

The roof was largely covered in 20th century clay interlocking tiles probably re-roofed 

at the same time as the Main House. Unfortunately, a large area of the roof has 

collapsed making it impossible to enter and examine the former structure of the roof. 
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Similarly, the floors and ceilings of the two storey structures are partially collapsed 

and impossible to view. 

Building C- The Men’s Pavilion ward block. 

 

 

Figures 12: The principle west façade of Building C. 

 

Building C is a linear building running north to south with its principle glazed west 

facing façade. The west facing former ward areas are constructed from a steel / 

concrete frame which is clad mostly in red brickwork. The concrete frame is 

expressed in the cantilevering balcony to the first-floor wards. The roof is a traditional 

trussed roof with similar clay tiles as on the main house. There is evidence of water 

penetration through the roof and areas of the false ceilings have fallen. These 

ceilings will be removed as part of the soft strip. 

The windows are brown painted metal replacement windows which are totally out of 

character for this style of building. Although these windows appear in good order, we 

propose to replace them with grey metal windows of a similar style to the original 

windows. 

The ground and first floor are both beam and pot floors which are in good order and 

will be retained.  
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Building G- The Women’s Pavilion ward block. 

 

 

Figures 13: The principle west façade of Building G. 

 

Building G is similar to Building C in that it is largely a linear building running north to 

south with its principle glazed façade facing west. In the central section, there is 

however a curved ward area and a projecting stair tower. Again, the ward areas are 

constructed from a steel / concrete frame which is clad mostly in buff brickwork. The 

concrete frame is also expressed in the cantilevering balcony to the first-floor wards.  

The roof throughout is flat and project beyond the wall face to west. It appears to be 

a beam and pot roof structure with a screed laid to falls above and waterproofed with 

felt. Large areas of the roofs have failed and will require extensive repair. The full 

extent of damage to the frame and structure below will only be assessed following 

more intrusive surveys by an engineer should planning approval be secured. 
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Building I- The Hydrotherapy Building 

 

Figures 14: An internal photograph of the Hydrotherapy building. 

The hydrotherapy building is a 4000 sqft single storey building with a concrete faced 

balcony and roof. The brutalist style building appears to project out of the wooded 

hillside. A small plant room is beneath. It has a steel frame, with concrete floor and 

flat roof.  

The roof is severely leaking throughout with standing water in all rooms as shown 

above in Figure 14. Many of the former suspended ceilings have collapsed and 

mould is growing amongst the debris on both the ceilings, walls and floors.  

Again, the full extent of damage to the frame and structure below will only be 

assessed following more intrusive surveys by an engineer should planning approval 

be secured. 
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4.0 Design Analysis for Access and Subdivision of the 
retained buildings 

 
Following extensive market research by the Estates and Marketing departments of 

PJ Livesey, the ideal size and breakdown of apartments was established for our 

application design.  

General factors which have affected the subdivision of the retained buildings into 

individual units are as follows; 

• The structure and detail of the individual buildings. 

• Proximity to a road. 

• Proximity to another building. 

• Exploitation of principal views. 

• Access and parking. 

Below each of the retained structures are discussed in turn to describe the 

methodology for the proposed access to, and subdivision of each building.  

 

Building A-  The Main House and Extensions 

The Main Entrance and Hall  

 

Figure 16: The principle East Façade of the Main House in 1915 

The main entrance for the original house is located centrally and will be fully restored 

to form the principle entrance for all apartments within the Building. The entrance 

porch, doors, hall have original architectural details which will be retained and 

restored where possible. Details such as the columned porch, architraves and 

skirting boards appear to be original and will be retained, where possible.  We also 
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propose to use the existing door openings where possible. If necessary, all doors will 

be upgraded to conform to Part B and E of the Building Regulations.  

The former Servants / Trade Entrance. 

 

Figure 17: The entrance arch to the rear northern courtyard 

The entrance to the former servants / trade rooms is located within the courtyard 

between the two northern wings will also be utilised as an alternative entrance and 

fire escape for the building. This more utilitarian entrance leads into a relatively plain 

corridor and leads to directly to the former servant’s stair. 

The Existing Stairs 

The building has three functioning stair wells and all will be retained and utilised 

within our design. By far the most significant / ornate is the feature stair centrally 

positioned within the former main house. This stair serves only the first floor from the 

main entrance and therefore performs poorly as a fire escape stair. Despite these 

inadequacies, we propose to retain and refurbish it. It is our desire, along with the 

entrance Hall to make this stair into the fulcrum of the new layout. To enhance the 

grandeur of this area we propose to remove all the modern first floor partitions and 

refurbish the roof light to increase the natural light into the whole stairwell.  

The two other stairs which are utilitarian by comparison are in the northern wing and 

will be utilised for circulation, access and fire escape purposes to satisfy the building 

regulations. They may need to be adapted to conform to part B of the building 

regulations as means of escape in case of fire. Within our design, we propose to 
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retain and renovate where possible all elements of the original stairs. The existing 

corridors will be utilised to circulate between the two entrances, the lift and stairs. 

The Proposed Lift  

The dumb waiter to the main house is situated at the centre of the former servant’s 

stair but it does not have a passenger lift. Local estate agents have advised that the 

upper floors are served by a lift. This is due to the size and quality of the proposed 

apartments. To minimise the loss of historic fabric we propose to locate this lift in the 

existing light well to the rear of the main stair. This can be accessed through a new 

entrance beneath the second landing of the stair. Level access cannot be achieved 

throughout the building because the significant level change and existing stairs. 

Apartment design -The Subdivision of Building A 

The original main house is spread over four floors and the northern wings have only 

three. Two of the floors in the main house are the basement and second floor space. 

Both floors are compromised with reduced floor to ceiling heights and lack windows. 

PJL believe it is good conservation practice to fully utilise all areas of the listed 

structure, believing this is the only way to secure the long-term maintenance of such 

areas. During hospital use the basement and second floor were barely used and then 

only for storage. Our proposed design utilises both compromised areas by creating 

duplex apartments between the Ground – Basement and the First - Second Floor. 

The Principle rooms / accommodation being on either the Ground Floor or the First 

floor and their secondary bedrooms being in the basement or second floor 

respectively. This has the added benefit that many of the feature rooms of the main 

house can remain at the same volume as originally intended. 

The northern wings will be apartments on a single level, albeit the levels of each 

room or area may vary within the apartments because of the existing level changes 

in the building. 

To increased volume and provide more than one window per living room we propose 

to remove most of the later (NHS) stud partitions. All existing masonry subdivision 

walls with chimney breasts will remain. We may need to form new openings to the 

side of the chimney breasts to allow circulation.  

The total number of apartments proposed in the building will be 15. 

 

Building B- The Former Stables  

We propose to divide Building B, the former stables, into five three bedroomed 

cottages. The central sections, shown in Figure 18, will be divided into three units 

and the east and west wing into one each. The living accommodation will utilise the 
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larger ground floor windows, and the lounges will all facing south. New private 

gardens accessible from the lounges will be created within the walled courtyard to 

the south. 

 
Figures 18: The Stables southern courtyard elevation prior to the roof collapse.  

A limited extension to the north to each of the central properties will contain the 

entrances halls, kitchen, powder, stairs and secondary bedrooms for each of these 

three houses.  We propose to create a carparking court to the north which will largely 

hide all the cars from any external view. 

The total number of cottages proposed in the building will be 5. 

 
Building C- The Men’s Pavilion ward block. 

 

Figures 19: The principle west façade of Building C. 
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Building C, being a long linear two storeys building, lends itself to be divided into a 

series of town houses, with vertical splits / compartment walls falling on the column 

lines of the concrete frame. Each 3-bedroom house is effectively 2 bays wide. The 

living accommodation will utilise the larger ground floor windows, and the lounges will 

all face west and look across the valley. To the west, the existing terrace will be 

retained and new private gardens will be accessible from the lounges. Each master 

bedroom will have its own private first floor balcony facing west. 

A limited extension to the east to each of the central properties will contain the 

entrances halls, kitchen, powder room, stairs and a secondary bedroom for each 

house.  We propose to create off road car parking to the east.  

The southern section of the building currently has a single storey extension to east 

with a feature chimney on the east façade. We propose to retain this extension and 

construct a first floor to create a small, bespoke, two-bedroom house with a lounge 

facing south. The southern projecting bay house will be a three-bedroomed house 

which will be accessed through the existing door and stair tower to the south.   

The north wing with its protecting bay and small extension to the east will contain a 

single larger 4-bedroom house. It will similarly be accessed through the existing door 

and stair tower to the north. In both cases the stairs will remain. 

The total number of town houses proposed in building C will be 13. 

 

Building G- The Women’s Pavilion ward block. 

 

 

Figure 20: The principle west façade of Building C. 

As with Building C, the North and South Wings of building G are long, linear, two 

storeys structures which lend themselves to be divided into a series of town houses. 

Proposed compartment walls will align on the column lines of the concrete frame. 

Each 3-bedroom house will be 2 bays wide. The living accommodation will utilise the 
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larger ground floor rooms. The windows of the lounges will all face west. The existing 

west facing terrace will be retained and located next to the new private gardens 

which are accessible from the lounges. Each master bedroom will have its own 

private first floor balcony facing west. 

Each of these houses will have a limited extension to the east. The extensions will 

contain the entrances halls, kitchen, powder rooms, stairs and a secondary bedroom.  

We propose to create a car park to the east containing two spaces for each dwelling. 

The curved centre section along with its east wing to the rear do not divide well into 

houses. We therefore propose to divide the area into four, two bedroom apartments. 

The larger apartments will face west with the ground floor unit having a terrace and a 

garden. The first-floor unit will have a large curved balcony. The smaller two 

bedroomed apartments will face east with a garden and balcony respectively. All four 

apartments will be entered through the existing main entrance door to the west, 

which also contains the stair tower. The existing art deco style feature stair will be 

retained as access to the first floor. There will be no lift within the building. 

The proposed design for building G contains 10 town houses and 4 apartments a 

total of 14 residential units. 

Building I - The Hydrotherapy Building 

 

 

Figures 21: The west façade of the Hydrotherapy Building. 

As stated previously, the hydrotherapy building is a 4000 sqft, single storey building 

with a concrete faced balcony and roof which appears to project out of the wooded 

hillside. Beneath, is a small plant room hidden under the projecting balcony which will 

be used to house a garage.  
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The proposed design divides the building into two, large, five bedroom bungalows, 

with the larger one to the south entered from the south and the northern unit entered 

from the north. The new compartment wall will incorporate an existing structural wall 

and we propose to retain most existing load bearing walls. The northern house will 

have its living accommodation and a garden to the west. The southern house will 

have its living accommodation and a large terrace facing south and west.  
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5.0 Repair and Renovation of the Retained Structures 

A- The Listed Buildings: 

This section of the statement outlines how we propose to repair, renovate or restore 

each element of the Listed buildings. These buildings are constructed in a traditional 

manner with load bearing walls and timber roof structures. The section 5.0 B deals 

with 20th Century Buildings which are predominantly framed structures. 

The roof to the stables has largely collapsed and we were unable to enter to 

ascertain the current condition accurately.  

Roof Construction and repair: 

It is PJL company policy to strip all roofs on each listed building to ensure the roof is 

both watertight and insulated to modern standards and provides a long-term solution 

for the building. The renovation and conversion process will start with the stripping of 

all the roofs and storing the roof coverings for reuse, if found to be in a condition that 

would provide a long-term life.  Our proposal will not change the height or profile of 

any of the roofs beyond the nominal thickness of any proposed insulation. 

During this process the condition of each rafter will be checked and treated as 

required. Insulation and felt will be installed before the existing, or a mixture of new 

and retained slates are replaced on new battens.  All ridge tiles will be removed and 

mechanically re-fixed during this process, to the requirement of the warranty 

provider. All lead work will similarly be assessed and replaced if necessary. This 

upgrading process is required to bring the building up to modern building regulation 

standards and to achieve NHBC or Premier cover. 

The roof slate on the north and south wings is currently a patchwork of different size 

and styles of slates and we propose to provide a uniform appearance. With this and 

the inevitable breakages of slates during the stripping process there will be a shortfall 

on existing slates to re-roof all the buildings. We therefore aim to re-roof all outward 

facing roof pitches with the existing slates and use new slates to match existing on 

the hidden valleys. We will provide samples for approval by the planning authority 

prior to any construction. 

Windows: 

The original style of the windows varies not only between buildings but also on 

different sections of the listed buildings. The NHS have also installed windows 

following practical considerations rather than aesthetic values throughout the 

buildings. These inappropriate replacement windows are a mixture of metal, UPVC 

and timber casement and sash windows.  
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Unfortunately, due to a combination of lack of maintenance, the age of the windows, 

vandalism and leaving the windows open over the last 12 years the windows have 

decayed beyond repair. The lower elements of the jambs, sills and both sashes have 

been particularly badly affected. We therefore propose to replace each window on a 

like for like basis, where possible, using the predominant style of timber multi-pane 

sash windows, but with double glazing.  Where a window has been replaced by an 

inappropriate styled window, we propose to use a predominant styled window for that 

section of the building.  

Each double-glazed replacement window will be fabricated to achieve building 

regulation and secure by design standards where possible.  

Brickwork / Stone Repairs, Pointing and Cleaning: 

The Main House: 

The main house external walls are mainly finished with white render which is in poor 

condition. There are numerous large cracks, which has allowed water penetration 

behind, and the frost has pushed large areas of render from the building. Large areas 

of render have also been removed by the HCA to allow them to carry out essential 

maintenance to the corners and parapets.  We propose to remove all the lime render 

back to the stone work. Repairing damaged, weathered or loose stonework, 

replacing only where necessary. New lime render will be applied to enable the walls 

to breath.  

The new render colour for the main house will match the original Georgian House 

white walls. We propose to use a light grey colour on the later wings to help 

distinguish them from the original house. The render will be finished with a trowel line 

to create an ashlar style finish. 

The Stables 

The external walls of the stables are faced with irregular coursed stone will be 

repaired where necessary using reclaimed stone.  Damaged or badly weathered 

stone sills which do not perform their function will be repaired, and only replaced 

where necessary.  

There is evidence that patch pointing has taken place around the stables at various 

times, as demonstrated by the variation in the colour, joint type and age of the 

mortar. We feel the wholesale re-pointing of the building will affect the character of 

the building. We therefore propose to patch point only where necessary.  
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Floor / Ceiling and Internal Wall Construction:  

The existing floor construction within the listed structures is largely traditional timber 

floor joist and boarding with plaster/plaster board construction in each. Unfortunately, 

the roof has failed in numerous places, allowing major water ingress into the building. 

This has caused ceilings and floor failures throughout the building and from one floor 

to the next down to the basement. There is widespread dry and wet rot. The full 

extent of the damage can only be assessed when we are able to secure the structure 

to allow for all floor boards to be raised. All floor joists and beams will then be 

checked for condition and replaced where necessary. The condition has deteriorated 

rapidly over the last six months and we anticipate wholesale replacement of floor 

boards joists and beams in many rooms floor.  

The floors if found to be sound would be checked to ascertain if they conform to the 

required fire and acoustic separation standards recommended in Part B & E of the 

building regulations for residential use.  Part E requires the floor to comply for both 

impact and transmission noise.  We propose to overlay the floors with an 80mm 

build-up of materials on the surface of each floor and two layers of fireboard and an 

additional suspended ceiling at least 150mm beneath. This imposes additional weight 

to the structure, and therefore all structure will be checked by the structural engineer. 

This construction provides the required floating floor element for impact noise and the 

density requirements for transmission noise and fire. 

The existing ceilings are mostly plain with a few notable exceptions which have a 

decorative cornice. Due to the water ingress all ceilings will be checked for dry and 

wet rot with the timber laths. Should the dry or wet rot be found to be extensive, our 

consultants have recommended the wholesale removal of ceiling affected. Any 

ceilings detailing that can be preserved will be made secure and hidden behind a 

new suspended ceiling 150mm below the existing ceilings. All new walls including 

compartment walls will be constructed from metal stud partitioning to conform to 

Parts B, E and L Building Regulation Standards.  
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B- The 20th Century Retained Buildings  

Buildings C, G, & I are not listed but are important in an historic context of the site. 

They have few significant elements or features which require preserving other than 

the overall design appearance. Historically the deco style of the buildings C & G and 

the brutalist style of Building I are important to the site as it reflects the period in 

which they were built. 

Roof Construction and Repair: 

Buildings G & I both have entirely flat roofs. As stated previously, both are leaking 

badly with extensive pooling of water on the internal floors. The precise roof 

construction for both is unknown. Our structural engineer will carry out an extensive, 

intrusive survey on the condition of the concrete and steel support beams along with 

the beam and pot infills.  

The roof to Building C being a traditional pitched roof will be repaired in the same 

method as the listed buildings.  

Brickwork / Stone Repairs, Pointing and Cleaning: 

We propose to clean the masonry on Buildings C, G & I with the DOFF steam system 

which will remove the dirt, moss, algae and fungi associated with the heavily wooded 

site. A sample area of cleaning will be undertaken and made ready for inspection by 

the planning and conservation officers prior to starting the works. 

The principle west facades of both Buildings C & G are mostly glazed with only small 

sections of brickwork as the north east and south facades have more extensive 

brickwork. Generally, the brickwork and concrete sills are in good condition. All blown 

bricks will be replaced with reclaimed bricks and concrete sills repaired where 

necessary. The pointing is also in a good condition and will only be repointed where 

necessary with mortar to match the existing.  

New brickwork will be used on the extensions to the east facades of both buildings.  

Windows: 

Buildings C & G have mostly metal framed windows. There are two distinct styles, 

the original windows are multi paned single glazed units with a horizontal emphasis 

befitting the art deco style buildings (see figure 23). Most of the original windows are 

in poor condition, and many have been replaced by more utilitarian, modern double 

glazed units which detract from the original design. Figure 24 highlights this 

difference in style with the original ground floor windows and the replacement first 

floor windows. 
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 23 24 

Figures 23 & 24: Typical Building G windows 

 25 26 

Figures 25 & 26: Typical Building C windows 

Our proposal is to replace all the windows in the three 20th Century buildings with 

new, grey metal framed double glazed units, with new profiles which will conform with 

the building regulations, but in the style of the original. The character of principle 

western facades of both Buildings C & G will thus be restored to the original 

symmetrical style of design. 

The windows in Building I are again mostly metal with a few exceptions as illustrated 

in figure 27. We propose to replace all the windows in their existing openings with 

grey aluminium windows. Where necessary, we will also install new doors to provide 

access to the surrounding gardens 
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Figures 27: UPVC windows in Building I 

Internal Floor, Ceiling, Stairs and Wall finish repair and renovation: 

There are few significant internal features within Buildings C, G and I except for the 

main deco-style stair in Building G (figure 28 below) which will be retained and 

refurbished.   

 

Figures 28: The main stair in Building G 

We proposed to remove all finishes from the concrete floors and raise the floor level 

by approximately 100mm with floor insulation and a boarded to receive finishes, to 

raise the u-value of the floor to conform with Building Regulations.  
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Most internal load bearing walls are to be retained however in many cases the 

plaster and tiled finishes will be removed to allow the walls to be upgraded to 

compartment walls. All the non- loading walls will be removed internally. New metal 

stud walls will be installed where necessary and will all conform to the building 

regulations. 

 

6.0 Drainage & Services: 

We propose to use all existing foul sewers where possible. We do not anticipate the 

future capacity of the below ground sewer will exceed the capacity of its former 

hospital use. We propose to undertake an extensive underground camera survey to 

ascertain the condition of all main pipe runs and repair where necessary. 

Each building has existing sanitary facilities on each floor. In the main house, there 

are single toilets scattered in various locations throughout the building. In buildings C 

& G they are mostly grouped in toilet / shower blocks to the east of both buildings. 

Most ward and examination rooms also contain wash hand basins. We do not have 

the drainage plans for the existing facilities but their layout will not be inappropriate 

for the proposed future apartment use. All existing external soil and vent pipes will be 

removed. 

We propose to group all new apartment sanitary facilities (the kitchens and 

bathrooms) adjacent to the corridor walls. New SVP pipes will be boxed in within the 

building to discharge into a common sealed sewer in the lower corridors or externally. 

They will vent above the roofs so that only a small section of vents will be visible 

externally.  

The bathroom and kitchen of each apartment will be mechanically ventilated by a 

single Air Vac unit. These units will be vented through the roof where possible and 

through less significant walls in all other cases.  
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7.0 Summary: 

 
This Architects Conservation statement is submitted in support of the detailed 

planning and listed building consent applications, for the proposed redevelopment of 

the retained buildings on the site formerly known as Standish Hospital. The proposals 

comprise a wholly residential development. The drawings, design and access 

statement and various Technical reports are submitted separately. 

From the outset of the design process for the former Standish Hospital site, the 

company has based the principles of the conversion scheme on a full appreciation of 

the significance of the various elements of the heritage assets. The AHP report gives 

a description & analysis, along with a significance assessment of the former hospital 

buildings and their settings.  

The aim of this report has been to describe our design process, highlighting the 

factors and the analysis we have made to arrive at our proposed design.  Factors 

including the current condition and layout of the buildings. 

The AHP report, along with listing description, have been used as a basis to decide 

which buildings will be retained and those that should be demolished because they 

are detrimental to the character and setting of the listed buildings, and then to help 

formulate the subdivision of the retained buildings.  

In our view the proposed design will create a high-quality refurbishment scheme that 

minimises the changes to the significant buildings, which will secure the long-term 

future of the heritage assets. 

 
 
 

 
 

   

 
 
 


